This is Antonio
Know who is in front of you. With the use of ORIBI ID-Solutions you can identify someone rapidly.
Build trust.
Create
confidence.
Dat zorgt
voor
zekerheid, dat geeft vertrouwen.

Kiosk for unmanned
visitor registration
An unmanned solution
Do you want to receive your visitors from the company
in a professional way? Through our advanced software,
it is safe to use an unmanned solution for the
identification of data of citizens, customers and/or
visitors. There are already several companies who are
satisfied by using an unmanned application of ORIBI
ID-Solutions. You can think of municipalities, hospitals
and high-risk locations.

Efficient & professional
Your visitor performs several operations at a self-service desk and is helped quickly: it is a simple and user-friendly
self-service. These applications work completely independently or with the help of a hostess or host. In this way,
your visit will receive the service they expect in an efficient way. Build trust. Create confidence.

Self-Service Kiosk
Determining identity
The advanced system ensures that the identity of a visitor is
thoroughly established. This is done by verifying a proof of identity.
The document is inspected automatically. To prevent forged
documents from being accepted, the system checks the ID for
authenticity. The automatic document check is fully scalable. You
decide what you want to use. From reading data without a security
check to automatically verifying and reading more than 4,000 different
ID cards (passports, ID cards and driver’s licenses) worldwide. The
kiosk is completely adapted to your requirements and wishes.

Regular visitors
In order not to have to go through all the steps every time, you can choose
to register as a regular visitor. This can be done by means of a fingerprint
or an access card. Using this fingerprint or access pass, the tourniquet
or barrier can be opened at the entrance on each subsequent visit. The
access card can be automatically provided with personal data and a
passport photo. The fingerprint is always stored as a code, no database
of fingerprints is created. The automatic access control system allows
companies to irrefutably identify who is on the ground.

Modular construction
Modular construction of the kiosk
The kiosk is fully modular. This allows you to compose the kiosk
according to your own wishes, in any corporate identity. It is possible
to exclude elements or even add some, such as a keyboard or pin
terminal. Or would you rather anchor the kiosk in your building? We
would like to hear what your wishes are.

User-friendly touchscreen
The visitor is guided through the registration process through a few simple steps. The touchscreen lends itself
perfectly to interact with the visitor. Such as informing about the current house rules, showing the route to be
walked or indicating who he or she is coming for. It is even possible that an email or SMS will be sent directly to
the selected contact. All this in the language of your choice. It is even possible to add audio to the kiosk that the
visitor can hear what instructions should be followed.

Our unmanned ID applications represent:
* Self-service visitor registration for citizens, customers or visitors.
* The ability to process different visitor and customer flows with one application.
* Identification based on ID or pre-registration.
* Integration with your current software: various links or integrations are possible.
* Extension with face comparison: comparison of the passport photo on the ID with the person
in front of the kiosk.
* Extension with fingerprint or palm readers (stacked biometrics).
* Automatic transmission or an SMS and/or email to the contact of your visit.

ID-Kiosk is integrated with:

Build trust. Create confidence.
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